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Abstract

The Resilient Packet Ring (RPR), defined under IEEE 802.17, has been proposed as a high-speed backbone tech-

nology for metropolitan area networks. RPR is introduced to mitigate the underutilization and unfairness problems

associated with the current technologies, SONET and Ethernet, respectively. The key performance objectives of

RPR are to achieve high bandwidth utilization, optimum spatial reuse on the dual rings, and fairness. The challenge

is to design an algorithm that can react dynamically to the traffic flows in achieving these objectives. The RPR fairness

algorithm is comparatively simple, but it poses some critical limitations that require further investigation and remedy.

One of the major problems is that the amount of bandwidth allocated by the algorithm oscillates severely under unbal-

anced traffic scenarios. These oscillations are barrier to achieving spatial reuse and high bandwidth utilization. DVSR

was another algorithm proposed to solve the fairness issue with no oscillation at the steady state, but at the expense of a

high computational complexity O(NlogN), where N is the number of nodes in the ring.

In this paper, we propose the Distributed Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) algorithm to allocate bandwidth fairly to

RPR nodes with a very low computational complexity O(1) that will converge to the exact max–min fairness in a

few round trip times with no oscillation at the steady state.
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1. Introduction

Rings are the most prevalent metro technolo-
gies because of their protection and fault tolerance

properties, but the current metropolitan ring
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networking technologies exhibit several limita-

tions. In a SONET ring, each node is granted with

the minimum fair share, but it is not possible to re-

claim the unused bandwidth; moreover, 50% of the

potentially available bandwidth is reserved for
protection, thus resulting in poor utilization. On

the other hand, Gigabit Ethernet assures full sta-

tistical multiplexing at the expense of fairness.

RPR [1,2] shares SONET�s ability in providing

fast recovery from link and node failures as well

as inherits the cost and simplicity of Ethernet.

Like SONET/SDH, RPR is a ring-based archi-

tecture consisting of two optical rotating rings: one
is referred to as the inner ringlet, and the other the

outer ringlet (Fig. 1). RPR defines three service

classes of user traffics: Class A with guaranteed

rate and jitter, Class B with a committed informa-

tion rate (CIR) and bounded delay and jitter, and

the best effort traffic (Class C). In RPR [3,4], pack-

ets are removed from the ring at the destination so

that different segments of the ring can be used at
the same time for different flows; as a result, the

spatial reuse feature is achieved. Enabling the spa-

tial reuse feature (concurrent transfers over the

same ring) introduces the challenge of guarantee-

ing fairness among the nodes sharing the same

link.

The remaining of the paper is organized as fol-

lows: Section 2 discusses the fairness issue in RPR
and the limitation of the RPR fairness algorithm;

Section 3 describes our proposed bandwidth

allocation algorithm along with mathematical

analysis; Section 4 presents simulation results for

different configurations and comparisons among

existing algorithms; we finally conclude in Section
Fig. 1. The Resilient Packet Ring.
5 and emphasize that our proposed dynamic band-

width allocation scheme does not require per-flow

information and has a very low complexity of

O(1).
2. Fairness and flow control in RPR

The flow control in RPR is achieved by

enabling a congested node to send the fairness

message according to its measurements to the up-

stream nodes to throttle ingress data rates in order

to eliminate the state of congestion and apply fair-
ness among all the participating nodes.

2.1. RPR node architecture

The RPR node architecture is illustrated in Fig.

2. First, each node uses per-destination rate con-

troller to throttle the traffic entering the ring to

support virtual destination queuing and avoid
head-of-line blocking. Second, each node uses byte

counters to measure transit traffic and node traffic.

These measurements are used by the fairness algo-

rithm to compute the fair rate which is fed-back to

the upstream nodes in the form of a control mes-

sage. Nodes that receive the control message will

use the control message information with their

local information to throttle their rates accordingly.
Third, to ensure hardware simplicity and that

the transit path is lossless, the RPR node does

not include per-ingress or per-flow queues on the

transit path; instead, it supports two scheduling

modes. In the single-queue mode (Fig. 3(a)), the
Fig. 2. The RPR node architecture.



Fig. 3. The RPR scheduling: (a) single queue; (b) dual queue.
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transit path is a single FIFO and the transit traffic

has strict priority over the station traffic. On the

other hand, in the dual-queue mode (Fig. 3(b)),

the transit path consists of two queues: Primary

Transit Queue (PTQ) for Class A traffic, and Sec-

ondary Transit Queue (STQ) for Class B and Class
C traffic; in this mode, PTQ will be served first.

When PTQ is empty, STQ has strict priority over

the station traffic when the queue length exceeds

the STQ threshold; otherwise, the station traffic

is served in the following order: Class A, then

Class B. If the station (node) has no Class A or

B traffic, then Class C traffic will be served.

Throughout the rest of the paper, we consider
the best effort (Class C) traffic in which flows share

the available bandwidth at the congested link in a

weighted manner.

2.2. Fairness in RPR

The RPR fairness algorithm [2–5] operates in

two modes: the aggressive mode and the conserva-
tive mode. In both modes, each node measures at

the output of the scheduler the byte count of all

serviced transit traffic named forward-rate and

the byte count of all serviced station traffic named

my-rate. These measurements will be taken over a

fixed aging-interval. Both modes have the same

measurements, but use them differently in detect-

ing congestion and computing fair rates.
In the aggressive mode (RPR-AM), the transit

path has a dual-queue [4,6]. Node k is considered

to be congested when either STQ-depth[k] >
low-threshold, where the low-threshold is equal

to 1/8 of the STQ size, or my-rate[k] + forward-

rate[k] > unreserved-rate, where the unreserved-

rate is equal to the link capacity minus the reserved

rate for the high priority class traffic.

When node k is congested, it calculates its local-
fair-rate as the normalized value of its own my-rate

value, and then sends a fairness control message to

upstream nodes containing my-rate. On the other

hand, if the node is not congested, it sends a

NULL value as the fairness control message to in-

form the upstream nodes to increase their rates.

In the conservative mode (RPR-CM), the tran-

sit path has a single queue [4,6] and each node has
an access timer to measure the time between its

transmitted packets. Here, the node is consid-

ered to be congested when either the access

time expires, or my-rate[k]+forward-rate[k] >

low-threshold, where the low threshold is equal

to 0.8 of the link capacity.

In the conservative mode, each node not only

measures my-rate and forward-rate, but also mea-
sures the number of active nodes where a node i

will be counted active if at least a single packet

was received from node i during the aging interval.

If node k is congested in this aging interval, but

was not congested in the previous interval, it will

send a fairness control message containing the fair

rate equal to the unreserved bandwidth divided by

the number of active nodes.
If node k continues to be congested, then it sends

a normalized local-fair-rate depending on the

value of the sum ofmy-rate[k] and forward-rate[k].
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If this value is less than the low threshold, the

local-fair-rate will ramp up. On the other hand,

the local-fair rate will ramp down when the sum

is greater than the high threshold, which is 0.95

of the unreserved-rate.
When node k � 1 receives the control message

from node k, it will set its rate limiter value,

namely, the allowed-rate based on the control mes-

sage value, and then send a control message to the

other upstream nodes with the value according to

the following:

(a) Minimum of my-rate[k � 1] and the
received control message value if node

k � 1 is congested.

(b) A Null value if node k � 1 is not congested.

(c) A Null value if node k � 1 is congested,

but my-rate[k � 1] > forward-rate[k � 1]

because node k � 1 is the cause for

congestion.

When a node receives a control message with a

NULL value, it will increase its allowed-rate to re-

claim the unused bandwidth.

Now consider the simple parking lot scenario

[4] in Fig. 4(a), where the flow from node 1 to node

3 is greedy while the flow from node 2 to node 3 is

a low rate 50 Mbps, and both links have a capacity
Fig. 4. Simple parking lot. (a) Scenario setup, (b)
of 622 Mbps. In the case of using the aggressive

mode Fig. 4(b), node 2 will be congested when

the sum of its rate and the rate of flow (1, 3) is

greater than the link capacity; then, it sends the

fairness control message with its my-rate of
50 Mbps to node 1; accordingly, node 1 throttles

its allowed-rate to 50 Mbps. When the congestion

is resolved, node 2 sends the fairness control mes-

sage with a NULL value, and so node 1 can in-

crease its rate to claim the unused bandwidth

until congestion occurs again starting a new cycle

of oscillation.

On the other hand, using the conservative mode
Fig. 4(c), node 2 will send the fairness control mes-

sage with the fair rate equal to the link capacity di-

vided by the number of active nodes (in this case,

2). When the congestion is resolved, node 2 sends

the fairness control message with a NULL value

so that node 1 can increase its rate to claim the un-

used bandwidth until the congestion occurs again.

Both modes, RPR-AM and RPR-CM, incur
oscillations in the allocated bandwidth, resulting

in a bandwidth loss.

Knightly and co-workers [6] proposed an algo-

rithm called ‘‘Distributed Virtual Time Scheduling

in Ring’’ (DVSR) to overcome the problems

encountered in the RPR fairness algorithm. Unlike

the RPR fairness algorithm, in DVSR, each node
aggressive mode and (c) conservative mode.
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uses per ingress byte counters (measurement mod-

ules) to estimate the demand from every ingress

node including itself during the measurement

interval T. These measurements are used by the

fairness algorithm to compute the fair rate. DVSR
has a computational complexity of O(NlogN)

where N stands for the number of nodes.

In this paper, we propose a fairness algorithm,

which does not require per-source information as

in RPR-CM [2] and DVSR [6], that can achieve

a performance compatible with DVSR but with a

much lower computational complexity of O(1).
3. The DBA fairness algorithm

In this section, we introduce a new bandwidth

allocation algorithm referred to as the Distributed

Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) algorithm. This

algorithm adopts the Ring Ingress Aggregated

with Spatial Reuse (RIAS) fairness concept[4,6],
where the level of traffic granularity at a link is de-

fined as an ingress-aggregated (IA) flow, i.e., the

aggregate of all flows originated from the same

node but destined to different nodes. At the state

of congestion, all nodes should be able to send

the same amount of data on the congested link

relative to the other nodes.

Without loss of generality, throughout the anal-
ysis we consider only one of the two rings, the out-

er ring with N nodes numbered from 0 to N � 1

along the ring direction.

Definition 1. The available bandwidth for the best

effort traffic (Class C) is defined as

C ¼ Link Capacity � reserved BW ; ð1Þ
where reserved_BW is the bandwidth reserved for

the higher priority class traffic.

Definition 2. At node k, the ingress aggregated

traffic demand of node i during a measurement

interval T is defined as follows:

Ri ¼
Xði�1ÞmodN

j¼ðkþ1ÞmodN

ri;j: ð2Þ
That is, Ri is equal to the sum of all flows ri,j orig-

inated from node i, traversing through node k, and

destined to node j.

Definition 3. According to the (RIAS) fairness
concept, the fair share at link k is

F kðnÞ ¼
C � BðnÞ
wðnÞ ; ð3Þ

where B(n) is the sum of the arrival rates of flows

bottlenecked elsewhere or at their ingress points at

time n and w(n) is the number of flows bottlenec-

ked at link k. Here, we have adopted the same in-
dex to a particular node and link, i.e., link k refers

to the link in the direction of the traffic flow of

node k.

Unfortunately, this simple calculation requires

dynamic per-source information as in DVSR [6].
3.1. Derivation of the algorithm

Recall that each node i will send through link k

at a rate according to the received fair rate from

node k. Thus, the rate of source i through link k

at time n is

RiðnÞ ¼ qiF kðnÞ; ð4Þ
where qi is the activity level of source i with respect

to the fair rate, Fk(n), of the current interval [7,8].

The activity level is equal to one for flows bottle-

necked at link k, and less than one for flows bottle-
necked elsewhere.

Define M as the number of flows traversing link

k, and the arrival rate eAðnÞ at link k can be

expressed as a function of the link fair rate Fk(n)

as follows:

eAðnÞ ¼ XM

i¼1
Ri

¼
XM

i¼1
qiF kðnÞ

¼ F kðnÞ
XM

i¼1
qi:

ð5Þ

From Eq. (5), we see that the arrival rate eAðnÞ is
a continuous, non-decreasing and concave func-

tion of the link fair rate Fk(n).

In [7], we exploited the relationship between the

arrival rate eAðnÞ and the fair rate Fk(n) to estimate
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the next fair rate Fk(n + 1) at the end of every time

interval T.

As shown in Fig. 5, a line connects the current

point (F kðnÞ; eAðnÞ) with the origin and intersects

with the line representing the available bandwidth
C at the new estimated fair rate Fk(n + 1).

Define eM as the effective number of flows

traversing link k

eM ¼
XM
i¼1

qi: ð6Þ

The effective number of flows is the sum of the

activity levels of flows traversing link k and is less
than or equal to the number of flows M.

The effective number of flows can be estimated

by a linear function that connects the origin and

(F kðnÞ; eAðnÞ) as shown in Fig. 5.

eM ¼
eAðnÞ
F kðnÞ

: ð7Þ

The goal of the fairness algorithm is to maxi-

mize the link fair rate Fk(n) subject to the

constraint:

eAðnÞ 6 C: ð8Þ
Now, we propose the following formula to

estimate the link fair rate:

F kðnþ 1Þ ¼ F kðnÞ þ
1

eM ðC � eAðnÞÞ: ð9Þ

DBA first estimates the effective number of

flows, which can be estimated by the slope of the

line connecting the origin and the current point

(F kðnÞ; eAðnÞ). Then, it uses Eq. (9) to estimate

the fair rate of the next interval. The goal is to ad-

just Fk(n) so that the total arrival rate eAðnÞ
matches the available bandwidth and Fk(n) con-
verges to the optimal fair rate F �

k .
Fig. 5. DBA estimation process.
Note that one of the important features of the

DBA algorithm is its low computation complexity

of O(1), thus making DBA scalable for a ring net-

work with any number of nodes, i.e., independent

of N. Moreover, DBA does not require per-source
information as in DVSR.

Fig. 6 shows the pseudo code of DBA, where

the total arrival rate eAðnÞ is updated at the arrival

of every packet traversing link k. At the end of the

measurement interval T, Eq. (7) and Eq. (9) are

used to calculate the next advertised fair rate

Fk(n + 1).

3.2. Proof of convergence

Let k be the bottlenecked link. The number

of flows traversing link k is M, where M 0 is

the number of flows bottlenecked elsewhere or

at their ingress points, and M00 = M�M 0 is the

number of flows bottlenecked at link k. Let

Rb1,Rb2, . . ., RbM 0 be the flows bottlenecked else-
where, and R1,R2, . . ., RM 00 be the flows bottle-

necked at link k.

At the end of the nth measurement interval

(t = nT), the effective number of flows is estimated

as

eM ¼
eAðnÞ
F kðnÞ

; ð10Þ

where eAðnÞ ¼ PM
i¼1Ri is the arrival rate at node k,

and Fk(n) is the advertised fair rate of the previous

interval.

The next advertised fair rate is

F kðnþ 1Þ ¼ F kðnÞ þ
1

eM ðC � eAðnÞÞ: ð11Þ
Fig. 6. The DBA pseudo-code.
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Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (11) yields

F kðnþ 1Þ ¼ F kðnÞ
C

eAðnÞ : ð12Þ

Define aðnÞ ¼ eAðnÞ=C as the load factor, and

rewrite Eq. (12) as

F kðnþ 1Þ ¼ F kðnÞ
aðnÞ : ð13Þ

According to the load factor value, two cases

are considered. First, consider the case where the
load factor a(n) is less than one. In this case, the

arrival rate is less than the available bandwidth

and the link is under-loaded. According to Eq.

(13), the advertised fair rate will increase. If all

flows are bottlenecked elsewhere (M00 = 0), the fair

rate has been achieved. On the other hand, if there

are some flows bottlenecked at link k (M00 > 0), the

bottlenecked flows will continue to increase their
rates until the load factor becomes greater than

or equal to one.

Second, consider the case where the load factor

a(n) is greater than one. In this case, the arrival

rate is greater than the available bandwidth and

the link is over-loaded. According to Eq. (13),

the advertised fair rate will decrease and the partic-

ipating flows will decrease their rates. This will
continue until the load factor becomes less than

or equal to one.

It is obvious from the above two cases that the

load factor oscillates around one and converges to

one. Thus, in the following analysis, we assume

that the load factor is close to one.

Next, we shall show that the iterative algorithm

Eq. (11) will generate a sequence of Fk(n) that will
converge to the optimal value of the advertised fair

rate F �
k ¼ C �

PM 0

i¼1Rbi=M 00.

Note that the iterative equation Eq. (11) is in

the form of

F kðnþ 1Þ ¼ F kðnÞ

þ k½r2DðF kðnÞÞ��1rDðF kðnÞÞ: ð14Þ

That is, the link fair rate is adjusted in the direc-

tion of the gradient, where

rDðF kðnÞÞ ¼ C � eAðF kðnÞÞ: ð15Þ
Here, k is a positive step size, and in our case is

equal to one, and [$2D(Fk(n))]
�1 is the inverse of

the Hessian.

It is well known that the Newton method Eq.

(11), where the gradient is scaled by the inverse
of the Hessian typically converges faster than the

gradient projection; see [9, pp. 201].

The Hessian r2DðF kðnÞÞ ¼ eM is approximated

by using two points, the current point of

(eAðnÞ; F kðnÞ) and the origin (0, 0).

Hence, the above iterative equation converges,

and the stable value of the link advertised fair rate

is detailed as follows:
First, assume that all the flows are bottlenecked

at link k. In this case, M 0 = 0 and M00 = M. All

flows are running at the fair rate Ri(n) = Fk(n),

and the total arrival rate at node k is

eAðnÞ ¼ F kðnÞ
XM
i¼1

qi: ð16Þ

Since all flows are bottlenecked at link k, the
effective number of flows is

PM
i¼1qi ¼ M .

Substituting the value of eAðnÞ into Eq. (12)

with a load factor a(n) of one at the steady state

yields

F kðnþ 1Þ ¼ C
M

; ð17Þ

which is the desired value for Fk.

Finally, assume that some flows are bottlenec-

ked elsewhere. These flows will have their rates
Rb1,Rb2, . . . ,RbM 0 stabilized, and the allocated

bandwidth for these flows is B ¼
PM 0

i¼1Rbi.

Since we have a load factor a(n) of one at the

steady state, we have

XM 00

i¼1

Ri ¼ C �
XM 0

i¼1

Rbi; ð18Þ

and

XM 00

i¼1

Ri ¼ M 00F kðnÞ: ð19Þ

Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (18) yields

F kðnÞ ¼
C �

PM 0

i¼1

Rbi

M 00 : ð20Þ
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Substituting the value of Fk(n) into Eq. (13)

yields

F kðnþ 1Þ ¼
C �

PM 0

i¼1

Rbi

M 00 ; ð21Þ

which is indeed the desired value for Fk and the

proof is complete.

3.3. Fair rate advertisement

At the end of every measurement interval T,

every node k will broadcast a control message con-
Fig. 7. Parking Lot Scenario. (a) Scenario setup, (b) R
taining the value of the last computed fair rate Fk.

Thus, every node is aware of the supported fair

rates at all links.
3.4. Rate limiting and per flow sub-allocation

Upon receiving all the last computed fair rates,

the node itself will do sub-allocation for all the

flows that are sharing the same link and are des-

tined to different egress nodes to support virtual

destination queuing in order to achieve per flow

fairness and avoid head of line blocking (HLB).
PR-AM, (c) RPR-CM, (d) DVSR and (e) DBA.
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4. Simulation results

Here, we have considered three scenarios. First,

we consider the parking lot scenario to show the

performance of our algorithm in achieving fair-
ness. Second, we demonstrate convergence of our

algorithm even in the unbalanced traffic scenario.

Finally, we study the performance of the DBA

algorithm in the presence of different traffic

models. All simulation results are obtained by

using the RPR simulator [10].
Fig. 8. Available Bandwidth Re-claim Scenario. (a) Scenario set
4.1. Parking lot scenario

Fig. 7(a) shows the parking lot scenario [4,6]. In

this experiment, we compare the convergence time

of the fairness algorithms. The links have the same
capacity of 622 Mbps, and each link has a propa-

gation delay of 0.1 ms. All flows are UDP flows,

with a rate equal to 250 Mbps. The flows, flow

(1,5), flow (2,5), flow (3,5) and flow (4,5) start at

time 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 s, respectively. The mea-

surement time interval is set to T = 1 ms.
up, (b) RPR-AM, (c) RPR-CM, (d) DVSR and (e) DBA.



Fig. 9. Different traffic models. (a) Scenario setup and

(b) DBA.
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The performance of the RPR fairness algo-

rithms RPR-AM and RPR-CM are shown in

Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively. In both algorithms,

flows oscillate for a significant period of time be-

fore converging to the fair rate. Moreover, the
range of oscillation is large.

The results shown in Fig. 7(d) exhibit that

DVSR needs only a few milliseconds to converge

to the RIAS faire rate, however, at the expense

of O(NlogN) computational complexity; it also

requires per-source information.

Simulations shown in Fig. 7(e) have verified

that DBA converges to the RIAS fair rates in a
few measurement intervals with a very low com-

putational complexity of O(1), and it does not re-

quire per-source information as compared to

DVSR [6]. The oscillation has also been signifi-

cantly reduced.

4.2. Available bandwidth re-claim scenario

In this experiment, we consider the scenario [6]

illustrated in Fig. 8(a), where all flows are greedy

and start at time t = 0.

Fig. 8(b) shows the RPR-AM algorithm where

all the flows (0,2), (1,5), (2,5), (3,5) and (4,5) start

at time 0 s. After some time, due to the congestion

experienced at link 4, flows (1,5), (2,5), (3,5) and

(4,5) will converge to the fair rate (155.5 Mbps),
meanwhile node 0 starts to reclaim the unused

bandwidth at link 1. When node 1 becomes con-

gested, it sends my-rate value of 155.5 Mbps to

node 0, thus throttling flow (0,2) to 155.5 Mbps.

When the congestion at node 1 is cleared, node 0

starts to increase its rate again starting another

cycle of oscillation.

On the other hand, using the RPR-CM algo-
rithm(Fig. 8(c)), node 1 will send my-rate value

equal to the available bandwidth divided by the

number of sources using link 1 (two in this case).

Thus, flow (0,2) will be throttled to 311 Mbps.

When the congestion at node 1 is cleared, node 0

starts to increase its rate again starting another

cycle of oscillation.

Fig. 8(d) shows that DVSR converges very fast
to the RIAS faire rates at the expense of a high

computational complexity and the need for per-

source information.
Using the DBA algorithm, nodes converge very

fast to the RIAS fair rates. Moreover, the oscilla-

tion is significantly damped, as shown in Fig. 8(e).

4.3. Different traffic models

In this experiment (Fig. 9(a)), the congested link
is shared by different traffic models.

Flows (3,5) and (4,5) are greedy UDP flows and

start at time 0.1 and 0.2 s, respectively.

Flow (0,5) is an ON/OFF flow. During the ON

period, flow (0,5) sends at a rate equal to 50 Mbps.

Fig. 9(b) shows that our proposed algorithm re-

acts responsively to the presence of the ON/OFF

flow, and converges very fast to the RIAS fair
rates.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed the Distributed

Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) algorithm for Resil-

ient Packet Ring networks to achieve spatial reuse,
high bandwidth utilization, and fairness. Unlike

DVSR [6] and RPR-CM [2], DBA does not require

per-source information and converges to the RIAS

fair rates in a few measurement intervals with a

very low computational complexity, i.e. O(1),

and is thus scalable.
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